College Curriculum Committee Meeting  
1:00 p.m., September 20, 2018  
Pugh 150

Members present: Tammy Davidson, Carolyn Kelley, Mark Rush, Kellie Roberts, Jon Stewart, Shawn Weatherford, Gene Witmer

Absent: Jen Ramos

Associate Dean: Joe Spillane

Meeting called to order at 11:00 AM. Minutes for the September meeting were reviewed and approved as revised.

New Course Proposals (UCC1)  
*ZOO4XXX-Herpetology (item 11109)—Recycled.  
*GEO3XXX-Geographical Sciences & Sustainability (item 12285)—Conditionally Approved.  
*PSY4XXX-Psychology of Sustainability (item 11754)—Recycled  
*LAS6XXX-Conservation and Development Practicum (item 12669)—Conditionally Approved.  
*AFS6XXX-Conservation and Development Practicum (item 12668)—Conditionally Approved.  
*BIO6XXX-Statistical Ecology (item 12250)—Recycled.  
ANG6XXX-Bioarchaeology (item 12946)—Conditionally Approved.  
POR5XXX-Graduate Introduction to Portuguese and Brazil (item 12950)—Recycled.  
LIN36XX-World Englishes (item 12957)—Conditionally Approved.  
EUS4XXX-Seminar in European Union Studies (item 12903)—Conditionally approved.